the living extension the
ciceroys of the holy spirit.-the word of God. There existed no compromise
with any one. Either you accepted what they said or you were burned at the
stake. Millions of Christians were killed after 325-600 as the new Church
sorted out its creed of the trinity. Prior to 325 ACE the followers of Jesus did
not believe that he was the son of GOD. Jesus was considered an Orthodox
Rabbi one of the Pharasees. Jesus and all his students and followers strictly
observed Jewish laws. They believed that all the Jewish laws would never be
abrogated.

Paul invented the story that Jesus was the son of God. Paul
wanted to convert the gentiles and have millions support Jewish
independence in Israel to oppose the Roman conquest of Judea. The Romans
had conquered Judea in 65 BCE. THE 7 MILLION Jews living then over
the entire Roman empire were no match to the 60 million Romans. Paul
wanted to convert millions of gentiles would be sympathetic to the Jews and
help the Jews throw off the yoke of Rome. That was Paul's motive in
converting the gentiles. The followers of Jesus were called the Ebyonim.
They all were Orthodox Jews. Paul himself was Orthodox. -a Pharisee.

The Ebyonim stated that Jesus never was crucified. He died a natural death.
He was married to Mary Magdelana. They had a son Judah. The bones of
Jesus Mary Magdelana Judah the mother of Jesus Mary his father Joseph
were found 25 years ago in a burial vault in Jerusalem. The discovery was
on television. A book was written on the subject. A movie based on this book
was made. The Catholic Church was up in arms. In Egypt manuscripts have
been discovered regarding the Ebyonim who are the fore runners of the
Christians. This explains how Christianity formulated by Paul was born and
spread and today claims two billion believers. They believe that Jesus is the
son of God from a an immaculate conception. The invention of Paul
generated a life of its own. To believing Christians the story of Jesus is not a
myth but the Gospel truth. Two billion Christians believe it. This is reality.
Not if the story actually happened; but the fact that two billion individuals believe that it happened. This is a reality.

Another reality is that two billion skeptics and atheists claim that it never happened. One billion Hindus claim that Christna not Jesus is the real son of the Hindu gods. One billion Buddhists claim that Buddah, not Jesus is the real son of the elephant god. One and one half billion Muslims claim that The Christians Hindus and Buddhists are all pagans worshiping idols. G-d is a pure unknown. G-d does not comprise of units he is not one and at the same breath is three or five or one thousand or one million as Pantheists claim.

The Christians themselves are splintered. Christianity from day one was plagued by schisms. Ebyonim the early followers of Jesus considered Jesus as an Orthodox Rabbi a follower of a group who preached additional restrictions of purity and piety. However all of them observed every Jewish law and believed in pure monotheism. Jewish laws are eternal. Jesus never was crucified he died a natural death. He was married to Mary Magdelana and had a son Judah. His crypt was discovered in Jerusalem 25 years ago with his bones the bones of Mary Magdelana his son Judah the bones of his mother Mary and his father Joseph. This was death blow to the Catholic and Protestant Churches. In addition to the Ebyonim the Catholic Church had thousands of schisms regarding all the details of the birth death of Jesus the make up of the substance of Christianity as known today. What was the relationship of Jesus with G-d. ? what separate role is assigned to Jesus THE Holy Ghost and the Father? Who is Jesus and the Holy Ghost ? Do they exist as three separate entities united in some mysterious way; or are they one individual making separate appearances and gliding from one role to another ? Was Jesus really the one who died on the cross or was it a phantom? If it was Jesus was he really resurrected or he remained dead; but his soul flew to heaven? There existed advocates for each of these positions that were labeled heresy by the Catholic Church. Their writings were burned and their adherents were likewise burned at the stakes from 325-1600 ACE.
There exists today 33000 different sects of Christianity among the Protestants. There are Roman Catholic Greek Russian Orthodox Coptic Eastern Middle Eastern Catholics who have a history of branding each other as heretics and killing millions of each other in the last 1700 years. So who are the real Christians? A world war would be declared if one group would be crowned as the real Christians.

The Rambam Maimonides in laws of Avodajh Zorah chapter 1:1 records how paganism originated. G-d created numerous forces - Angels each angel having the name of his role. There exist angels or forces who are the embodiment of the various laws of physics biology chemistry that are the basis of the universe. Some of these forces have the name Elohim that means forces. Other subordinated forces have the name Benai Elohim Rambam Yesodei Hatorah chapter 1. Early man reasoned that since these forces control the universe and his destiny why not pay homage to these forces in addition to G-d. Later their descendants went a step further and claimed that these forced had independent power other than the power given them by G-d. They claimed that these forces were gods themselves or confederated with G-d in some mysterious union. Yes, they claimed to be monotheistic but G-d and his son or sons and daughters were separate individuals and somehow were united in one entity. Each of these gods had different roles. Yes, the attributes assigned to G-d that man can see are really G-d. Thus was born the Middle Eastern and Eastern religions. These religions believe that man can see G-d-the attributes manifestations of G-d's very essence.

Christianity is believed today by two billion humans
From 325 ACE the Christians empowered by Rome to be the State religion burned all manuscripts of the Ebyoinim Aryians and other dissenters who believed that Jesus was created by G-d and is only an angel. The Aryans believed that Jesus is an angel created by G-d. He is the highest angel but not G-d himself or his son. Jehova witnesses today share that belief. Many adherents of the Church of the Later Day Saints believe in a similar version of Jesus. Unitarians likewise believe that Jesus was a man a holy man a prophet but not G-d. Their belief is similar to what Muslims believe.

Jews believe that Jesus existed he was an Orthodox rabbi. He believed that the Jewish laws are eternal. Jesus lived and died as a Jew. Jesus never was crucified. He died a natural death. The whole story of the crucifixion was invented by Paul who also gave the gentiles the Jewish Bible in order to persuade and convert the gentiles to sympathize and come to the aid of the Jews to throw off the yoke of Rome.